Contribution of slowly inactivating potassium current to delayed firing of action potentials in NG108-15 neuronal cells: experimental and theoretical studies.
The properties of slowly inactivating delayed-rectifier K+ current (I(K)(dr)) were investigated in NG108-15 neuronal cells differentiated with long-term exposure to dibutyryl cyclic AMP. Slowly inactivating I(K)(dr) could be elicited by prolonged depolarizations from -50 to +50 mV. These outward K+ currents were found to decay at potentials above -20 mV, and the decay became faster with greater depolarization. Cell exposure to aconitine resulted in the reduction of I(K)(dr) amplitude along with an accelerated decay of current inactivation. Under current-clamp recordings, a delay in the initiation of action potentials (APs) in response to prolonged current stimuli was observed in these cells. Application of aconitine shortened the AP initiation in combination with an increase in both width of spike discharge and firing frequency. The computer model, in which state-dependent inactivation of I(K)(dr) was incorporated, was also implemented to predict the firing behavior present in NG108-15 cells. As the inactivation rate constant of I(K)(dr) was elevated, the firing frequency was progressively increased along with a shortening of the latency for AP appearance. Our theoretical work and the experimental results led us to propose a pivotal role of slowly inactivating I(K)(dr) in delayed firing of APs in NG108-15 cells. The results also suggest that aconitine modulation of I(K)(dr) gating is an important molecular mechanism through which it can contribute to neuronal firing.